
 Valued Customer,

Here are some text instructions we have prepared to assist you in assembly. Please do 
not hesitate to call if we can be of further assistance.

Your Team at Bird Cages 4 Less!
1-888-CAGE-4-LESS (224-3453)

Aloha/Hula Assembly Instructions:

Hardware (you may have some extra):

- 12 of the large bolts for attaching the legs to the base 
- 16  bolts for the cage assembly (same for dometop/flattop pieces)
- 6 bolts for feeder rings (remember, you do not need nuts - the brackets are threaded)
- 4 casters
- Lock assembly (two pieces and small bolts)

1 - Assemble the base and legs. The base has threaded inserts on the bottom - line up 
the legs and bolt to base.

2 - Assemble the four main panels (front, back and sides). The side panels have threaded
inserts so you do not need nuts for this. Align the front panel with one side and insert bolt 
through front panel into insert in side panel. Repeat for all four sides. You can put the 
panel with the two feeders on either side. Leave the two lower bolts on the front and back
panel with a little slack (you will attach the seed guards here).

3 - Attach the feeder rings to the feeder doors. The bracket on the feeder ring is threaded 
so again you do not need nut. Place the short stubby bolt though the outside of the feeder 
door and place the feeder ring on the inside - the bolts will thread right into the bracket - 
then insert bowls.

4 - The dometop section is composed of two pieces. You will see two bolts at the top of 
each side panel - the bottom of the top pieces fit over these. Then you put two bolts in 
through the front and back panel into the top of the dome pieces (these have threaded 
inserts also).

5 - The playtop section is one piece plus the two doors (the doors are removed for 
shipping purposes). Attach the main top piece by fitting over the fixed bolts on the top of
each side panel. Then bolt the top to the main cage frame using the threaded inserts in 
the top. To attach the two doors, back out one of the bolts for each door (do not back out 
of nut). Slide hole in one end of door over the bolt that has not been backed out. Line up 
other hole with bolt that was backed out and re-thread bolt into hole. The posts on the 
doors are stops which will stop the doors once open in an upright position. Attach small 
perch when opening doors (this keeps the doors open).

5 - The front and rear seed guards have what looks like a keyhole in them. Fit the keyhole
over the lower bolts on the front and rear panels - then tighten. The side guards then slide 
in to the front and rear seed guards.

6 - Casters either bolt in or slip into the inserts in the legs (depending on the style you 
have). They may already be attached to the legs.

7 - Grate and pan slide in on runners.

8 - Attach the door locks with the part with the rotating lever on the door.

Enjoy your new cage!
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